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• Despite sound economic policies and robust 
growth in a tumultuous 2011, the weak 
international environment and a poor harvest 
led to a deceleration of economic activity in 
2012. 

• Morocco’s external vulnerability accentuated 
further in 2012 owing to high international 
oil and food prices since 2011. These 
developments also affected the fiscal stance 
due to the generalised subsidies system, 
although the impact was somewhat contained 
thanks to the increase of some energy-
administered prices and spending controls. 

• Notwithstanding the stable macroeconomic 
environment and a precautionary agreement 
with the IMF confirming the soundness of 
economic policies and providing an insurance 
against further external shocks, Morocco has 
little room for complacency and should 
continue the path of economic reform in order 
to improve the resilience of the economy 
against further shocks. 

Macroeconomic and financial developments 

Despite strong headwinds, Morocco’s economic 
performance continued to benefit from a tradition 
of sound economic policy implementation 
throughout 2012. Morocco posted GDP growth of 
5% in 2011, assisted by robust private 
consumption which cushioned weak external 
demand. This occurred in the context of a stable 
political transition process that saw the adoption of 
a new constitution in July and the holding of 
parliamentary elections in November leading to the 
formation of a new government in January 2012.  

Climatic and external conditions, however, 
combined to prompt a slowdown in economic 
growth in 2012, estimated at 3.2%, although non-
agricultural growth, in particular industrial output, 
remained robust. Growth is forecast to recover 
slowly in 2013 aided by a good harvest on the back 
of significant rainfall received in the latter part of 
2012, although the weak outlook in the euro area 
will continue to weigh down on Morocco’s 
economic activity, in particular through the
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channels of remittances and investment flows. 
Counter-intuitively, tourist arrivals from the EU 
continued to develop favourably, in particular from 
countries such as Spain and France, probably 
explained by the rerouting of tourist travel away 
from more politically unstable countries, although 
tourism spending fell in 2012. 

The relatively robust macroeconomic performance 
helped to keep unemployment from rapidly 
expanding. Unemployment remained under control 
– 9% by end-2012 – throughout 2011-12, although 
significant differences persist across regions and 
population categories. As is customary across the 
region, unemployment affects disproportionately 
the youth (20% of Moroccans aged 15-24 and 14% 
for those aged 24-34) and those with higher 
educational degrees (17% of College graduates). 
Unemployment is also noticeably higher in urban 
areas. The gender gap is not large, with 9.2% 
unemployment for men, and 10% for women. 

Inflation hovered, for the third consecutive year, 
around 0.9% in 2011, and edged slightly upwards 
in 2012 to 1.3% despite price increases of gasoline 
(+20%), diesel (+14%) and fuel oil (+27%) in June 
2012. Morocco’s persistently low inflation has 
facilitated the conduct of the monetary policy; the 
central bank has maintained the policy interest rate 
at 3.25% for a decade, except for a temporary 25 
basis points increase in late 2008 owing to the 
outburst of the financial crisis. In March 2012, in 
view of weak growth prospects and contained 
inflationary pressures, the bank cut the policy rate 
further to 3%, and has kept it unchanged since. 
The exchange rate regime, a tightly managed float 
strongly linked to the euro, which has limited 
much of the dirham variation, also contributed to a 
stable monetary environment. 

The financial sector remained strong and relatively 
unaffected by the turmoil in foreign financial 
markets. Capital adequacy and profitability ratios 
remained sound. Credit to the economy grew by 
7% in 2011 driven by housing and private 
consumption, but credit growth decelerated to 5% 
in 2012, reflecting lower demand for credits to 
housing and corporates, whereas credit for private 
consumption remained strong. The decline in 
structural liquidity in 2012 was compensated by 
the money market interventions of the central bank 
seeking to maintain an adequate degree of credit 
growth to the economy. 

Rising energy prices since 2011 have negatively 
impacted Morocco’s external position. The current 
account deficit more than doubled, from 3.7% of 
GDP in 2010 to 8.0% in 2011, owing largely to the 
rising oil import bill, despite a good export and 
remittances performance. The trend was 
aggravated in 2012 as the import bill’s growth 
(6.7%) doubled that of exports (3.6%), due to the 
continued price rises of hydrocarbon imports 
(+20%), as well as to rising import volumes of 
capital goods and food products. The export 
performance was driven by the good progression 
of the aerospace and automotive sectors, although 
the quasi-stagnation of the phosphate sector as 
well as the fall in exports of textile and leather 
products, and electronics, affected the export 
performance. The services balance surplus was 
unable to finance the trade deficit, as remittances 
and tourist revenues fell by 4% and 2% 
respectively, each representing nearly 7% of GDP. 

Despite a healthy performance of the financial 
account, the external pressures from the current 
account led Morocco’s international reserves 
position to weaken considerably in the last two 
years; the country’s gross international reserves 
fell by over USD 6 billion to USD 17.6 billion by 
end-2012, equivalent to about four months of 
imports. 

Starting in 2011 strong expenditure pressures 
relating to the rise in energy prices and to the 
social demands of the Arab Spring, drove up the 
fiscal deficit. A generalised subsidies system of 
energy products and foodstuffs in the context of 
rising prices of these products led to expenditure 
outlays in 2011 of about 5.5% of GDP, more than 
double the budgeted amount. To this were added 
further expenditure pressures in the context of the 
February social protest movement, including an 
increase of the wage bill. Despite strong offsetting 
measures, the combined effect of these 
developments was to bring the deficit up from 
4.4% of GDP in 2010 to 6.9% in 2011. These 
pressures continued to be at work in 2012 thereby 
prompting an acceleration of expenditure, despite 
renewed efforts at reducing discretionary spending, 
and a good revenue performance. Expenditure in 
general subsidies stood at about 6.6% of GDP in 
2012, despite the increase in prices in June. Higher 
than planned investment and the sustained increase 
in civil service wages led Morocco’s fiscal deficit 
to deteriorate to 7.5% of GDP in 2012, whereas it 
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was aimed to fall to 6.1% in the context of the IMF 
programme. The public debt-to-GDP ratio is 
estimated to have increased in two years by seven 
percentage points to nearly 60% at the end of 
2012. The authorities remain committed to 
reducing the deficit below 3% of GDP by 2016. 

Morocco benefits since August 2012 from a two-
year Precautionary Liquidity Line (PLL) from the 
IMF worth USD 6.2 billion. This instrument is 
available to countries with sound economic 
fundamentals and a good track record in policy 
implementation although subject to vulnerabilities. 
By its very adoption, the PLL is helping to 
strengthen investors’ confidence in Morocco’s 
economy and facilitate the country’s access to 
financial markets. In addition, the PLL grants an 
insurance-type benefit, as it offers access to 
financing in the event that sudden external needs 
arise. To date, Morocco’s continued access to 
domestic and international financial markets, 
without having effectively tapped the PLL 
resources, is demonstrated by Morocco’s USD 1.5 
billion bond issuance in December 2012, carrying 
a relatively low risk premium. The success of the 
December emission prompted Morocco to plan a 
further bond issuance of USD 750 million. 

Policy reforms and measures 

Against a background of high energy prices and 
weak external demand which exposed Morocco’s 
external and fiscal vulnerabilities since 2011, and 
is still subject to important downside risks, 
Morocco’s stable economic policy record 
facilitated its access to a precautionary IMF 
arrangement.  

There is, however, little room for complacency. 
Morocco should continue to work to reduce its 
external vulnerability through increasing its export 
potential by improving the business climate, 
investing in education and training, and further 
attracting foreign investment. The establishment of 
a DCFTA with the EU will provide further impetus 
in this regard. In the meantime, the successful 
foreign bond issuances will serve to soften the 
domestic liquidity constraints and prop up the 
country’s foreign exchange position. In parallel, 
Morocco should reach a national consensus on 
reforming the generalised subsidy system in order 

 to reduce its cost, improve social targeting and 
create the fiscal space to increase investments in 
human and physical capital while ensuring fiscal 
sustainability over the medium term. Budget 
execution figures for the first few months of 2013 
reinforce the urgency of this reform. At the same 
time, although much progress has been achieved in 
social indicators over the past decade, further 
efforts need to be made in the fight against 
poverty, unemployment, illiteracy and access to 
infrastructure, basic health, and education. 
Morocco ranks 130th (out of 187 countries) in the 
United Nations’ Human Development Index – the 
lowest of the ENP South countries. This 
exemplifies its low human development relative to 
countries with similar GDP per capita levels. 

Risks and outlook 

Provided that further downside risks do not 
materialise, in particular a re-intensification of the 
euro area crisis or further unexpected increases in 
international oil prices, and that Morocco 
continues to push through reforms that ensure the 
stability of the public finances, the country is 
forecast to slowly close the output gap and reach 
pre-crisis growth rates. Furthermore, if the planned 
structural reforms continue apace, Morocco could 
even raise its potential output. The outlook will be 
facilitated by the contention of social pressures and 
the accompaniment of an IMF precautionary 
programme, which provides a guarantee of sound 
economic policies and an insurance against 
downside risks. 

On the external side, Morocco should strive to 
reduce its external vulnerability. Even in the event 
that international oil prices stabilise over the 
medium term, financing of the import bill will be 
challenging. In 2002, exports could finance 66% of 
imports. By 2012, this ratio had fallen to 47%, 
owing, to a large degree, to the rise in the energy 
import bill. Income from tourism, remittances and 
foreign assistance will continue to be insufficient 
to cover the import needs, hence keeping the 
current account deficit high. It will be fundamental 
that Morocco continues to pursue policies that 
raise its export potential, as well as improves 
energy efficiency and diversification, and 
gradually removes the insulation of the domestic 
price of energy relative to the international price. 
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Table IV.7.1:
Morocco - Main economic indicators 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

projection

Real Sector
   Real GDP (% change) 4.9 3.6 5.0 3.2 4.5

   GDP nominal (USD billion) 90.9 90.8 99.2 97.5 104.8

   GDP per capita (USD) 4,546 4,683 4,844 4,725 5,018

   Inflation (average, %) 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.3 2.4

   Inflation (end-period, %) -1.6 2.2 0.9 2.3 2.5

Social indicators
   Unemployment rate (survey based, %) 9.1 9.1 8.9 9.0 n.a.

   Population (million) 31.6 32.0 32.3 32.6 33.0

Fiscal sector
   General government revenues (% GDP) 29.3 27.5 27.8 27.7 28.2

   General government expenditures (% GDP) 31.1 31.9 34.6 35.2 33.7

   General government balance (% GDP) -1.8 -4.4 -6.9 -7.5 -5.5

   Gross government debt (% GDP, end-period) 48.0 51.3 54.4 59.6 61.2

Monetary sector
   Key policy rate (%, end-period) 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.00 n.a.

   Domestic credit to the private sector (% change) 6.9 5.1 7.0 5.1 6.1

   Broad money (% change) 7.0 4.8 6.5 3.3 7.9

External sector
   Trade balance (% GDP) -17.9 -14.9 -19.4 -19.5 -19.7

   Current account balance (% GDP) -5.4 -3.7 -8.0 -8.6 -6.6

   Net remittances (% GDP) 7.7 7.7 7.9 7.8 7.5

   Net FDI (% GDP) 1.7 0.8 2.3 2.3 2.8

   Total external debt (% GDP) 23.3 24.7 23.6 26.4 27.5

   Gross official reserves (USD billion, end-period) 23.6 23.6 20.6 17.6 n.a.

       In months of next year's imports of goods and services 7.1 5.7 5.1 4.1 n.a.

Exchange rates
   Exchange rate (MAD per USD, average) 8.06 8.40 8.04 8.61 8.65

   Exchange rate (MAD per EUR, average) 11.22 11.13 11.31 11.07 11.51

   Real effective exchange rate (% change, + is appreciation) 1.9 -4.1 -1.7 n.a. n.a.

Sources: Ministry of Economy and Finance, Bank al Maghrib, IMF, EIU, Commission calculations


